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H2	fuel	cells	=>	clean	electric	power	generation	

some	examples:	

-	Alkaline	FC	
-	PEM	FC	
-	Solid	Oxide	FC	

•  FCs	are	electrochemical	devices	that	convert	fuels	
(chemical	energy)	into	electrical	energy	



Proton-Conducting	Electrochemical	Cells		
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Intermediate	Temperatures	(~500°C):	
-  higher	mobility	of	H+	wrt	O2-	

-  minimize	degradation		
-  H2	+	fuels	(FC)	
-  less	electric	demand	than	Low	T	(EC)		



Proton-Conducting	Solid	Oxide	Electrochemical	Cells		

Perovskite	ABO3	
BaCeO3/BaZrO3	

RE(Nb,Ta)O4	 AGaO4	

ELECTROLYTES	
	

insulator	
proton	conductor	

-	oxygen	vacancies	VO	
-	low	H+	migration	barrier		

H2O	+	M-VO-M	+	M-O-M	=>	2·M-O(H)-M		

ELECTRODE	
	

e-	conductor	
catalytic	activity	
	

proton	conductor	
-	Oxygen	vacancies	VO	
-	Low	H+	migration	barrier		

e-	(metal)	or		
MIEC	(mixed	e-/O2-)	

composite	
electrode	

IDEAL	
mixed	e-/H+	

MPECs	
PC-Electrolyte	 PC-Electrolyte	PC-Electrolyte	

Induce	e-	conductivity	
in	PC-electrolytes		

TCOs	
Induce	PC	in	MIEC	materials	

state-of-the-art	 target	system	



SFMO	as	Triple	Conducting	Oxide	candidate	

Excellent	MIEC	properties	
-	Non-stoichiometric		

															Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6-δ		(δ=0.10)	
	

-	Low	O2-	migration	barrier	(~0.3	eV)	

Redox	stability,	no	poisoning	

Outstanding	electrocatalytic	performance	in	
symmetric	OC-SOFCs	J.	Electrochem.	Soc.,	159,	B619	(2012)	

Sr(Fe,Mo)O3	

Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	et.	al	J.	Am.	Chem.	Soc.	134,	6826	(2012)	
Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	et.	al	Phys.	Chem.	Chem.	Phys.,	15,	6250	(2013)	
Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	et.	al		Acc.	Chem.	Res.,	47,	3340	(2014)	
	

Ionic	Radii	(Å) 

Sr2+ 1.44 

Ba2+ 1.61 

K+ 1.64 

Ba2+		structural	effects	
	
K+						structural/electronic		
										effects	(p-doping)	

A-substitutions	
Is	also	a	good	proton	conductor	?		



computational	strategy	

			Macromolecules,	41	(11)	3739-3749	(2008)	

M-O-M	->	M-VO-M	+	½	O2		

H2O	+	M-VO-M	+	M-O-M	->	2	M-O(H)-M		

Ma-O(H)-Mb	+	Mb-O-Mc	->	Ma-O-Mb	+Mb-O(H)-Mc		

VO	formation	

Hydration	

Transport	

ΔEformVO	=	Edef		+	1/2	EO2	-	Ehost	

ΔEhydr=E2OH-Edef	-	EH2O	

Etransp=	Erot	+	Ejump	

§ 	DFT(PBE)+U	
§ (U-J)Fe=4.0	eV	

§ PWs-	Ecutoff	=	800	eV	
§ MEP	&	Transition	States:	CI-NEB	

		

12.5%	Ba/K	substitution	

Rotation	à	Fast	
Proton	Transfer	à	RDS	

Chem.	Soc.	Rev.,	2010,	39,	4370–4387		

δ=0.125	

δ=0.25	



structure	and	energetics	

Material a(Å) 

SFMO 7.872 

BSFMO 7.948 

KSFMO 7.917 

δ
ΔEformVO	(eV) 

Fe-O-Fe Mo-O-Fe 

0.125 -0.090 1.28 

0.25 0.023 1.42 

0.25 -0.297 0.619 

δKSFMO	>	δBSFMO	>	δSFMO	

ΔEhydr	
(eV) 

-0.328 

-0.353 

-1.166 

ΔEhydr	(BaCeO3)		
=	-1.63	eV	

Solid	State	ionics	,	259,	1	(2014)	

SFMO	and	BSFMO	
-		Mo-O(H)-Fe	unstable	
-		Only	Outwards	Fe-O(H)-Fe	

KSFMO		
-			Mo-O(H)-Fe	stabilized	by	K		
-			Both	Outwards	and	Inwards	Fe-O(H)-Fe		



electronic	structure		
dry		 fully	hydrated	

Fe	
Mo	
O	

Fe	
Mo	
O	

dry	SFMO,	BSFMO,	KSFMO	
MIEC		

hydration	affects	carrier	mobility	in	
SFMO	and	BSFMO	

fully	hydrated	KSFMO	likely	performs	as	good	electron	conductor	
Ana	B.	Muñoz-Garcia,	Michele	Pavone	Chem.	Mater.	2016,	28,	490	



proton	migration		
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Emigr	in	BaCeO3	=	0.26	eV	
Solid	State	ionics	,	259,	1	(2014)	

Emigr	=	0.322/0.378	eV	

Emigr	=	0.225/0.259	eV	

Emigr	=	0.495	eV	
Concerted	rotation	

Concerted	rotation	

NO	rotation	

SFMO	at	BSFMO/KSFMO	volumes			

Emigr	=	0.275	eV	

NO	rotation	

Ana	B.	Muñoz-Garcia,	Michele	Pavone	Chem.	Mater.	2016,	28,	490	



	electrocatalytic	capabilities		

Nørskov	computational	NHE	

µ(H + )+µ(e− ) = 1
2
µ(H2 )

µ(H + )+µ(e− ) = 1
2
µ(H2 )− eU

U=0	

U≠0	

O2 + 2H2 → 2H2O

*O2 +1H
+ +1e− →*OOH

*OOH +1H + +1e− →*O+H2O
*O+1H + +1e− →*OH

*OH +1H + +1e− →*+H2O

O2 + 4H
+ + 4e− → 2H2O

oxygen	reduction	reaction	
(ORR)		

2H2O→O2 + 2H2

*OOH→*O2 +1H
+ +1e−

*O+H2O→*OOH +1H + +1e−
*OH→*O+1H + +1e−
*+H2O→*OH +1H + +1e−

2H2O→O2 + 4H
+ + 4e−

oxygen	evolution	reaction	
(OER)		

ΔG1−4 = ΔE + (ΔZPE −TΔS)− eU

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

UONSET ⇒ΔG1−4
ORR/OER ≤ 0

ηORR =1.11V −UONSET

ηOER =UONSET −1.11VEO
H2O/O2

=1.23V ⇒ EDFT
H2O/O2

=1.11V



O2	+	(H++e-)	

(H++e-)	

H2O	

(H++e-)	

(H++e-)	

H2O	

ORR	OER	
*OOH

*O

*

*OH

ORR/OER	reaction	pathways	

Stoichiometric		
-	Non-equivalent	Fe	
-	Mo		

Non-Stoichiometric		
-	OVac	
-	Adjacent	Mo,	Fe		

15	different	pathways	



SFMO/KSFMO	surface	slab	

Fe-Vo
••-Fe		

Mo-Vo
••-Fe		



SFMO/KSFMO	overpotentials	



KSFMO	key	features	

to identify descriptors for the ORR activity of oxides, in contrast to
the hypothesis proposed previously by Matsumoto et al.18–20, which
is based on the conjecture that the ORR activity of oxide electrodes
can be greatly influenced by the formation and filling of a s* band
between the eg orbital of bulk transition-metal ions and a molecular
orbital of surface oxygen. The application of the molecular-orbital
approach to these perovskites is supported by a large number of
reports that the surface of transition-metal oxides favours electron
localization over the bulk itinerant electron state22–24. Herein, we
show that the primary descriptor that governs the ORR activity of
the 15 perovskites examined in this work is the extent of s*-antibond-
ing (eg) orbital filling of surface transition-metal ions. This hypothesis
is further supported by increasing ORR activity with greater
hybridization of the B–O (B-site-metal and oxygen) bond, as
revealed by O K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) analysis.

ORR activity measurement of perovskites
The ORR currents of a LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3 thin-film electrode at
various rotation speeds are shown in Fig. 1b, as an example. The
onset of the ORR occurs at !0.8 V versus RHE (reversible hydro-
gen electrode), and an oxygen-transport-limited current appears at
potentials below !0.5 V versus RHE. The slope of the Koutecky–
Levich plot in the mass-transport-limited region (0.4 V versus
RHE, Fig. 1b inset) has a value of !11 mA21 cm2

disk s21/2),
which indicates a 4e2 reduction of oxygen to water15,25. The
mass-transport correction to the oxygen diffusion overpotential
was applied to all measurements to obtain the ORR kinetic currents
as outlined in our previous work15. The surface-area-normalized
kinetic current densities of four representative oxides, termed
specific activity is (ref. 15), are plotted as a function of voltage in

Fig. 1c. Because all 15 oxide catalysts had comparable Tafel
slopes of !60 mV per decade (Supplementary Fig. S1), the
dashed line in Fig. 1c shows that the intrinsic activity for each cat-
alyst can be assessed by the potential to achieve a given specific
ORR current (25 mA cm22

ox ). For LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3, LaMnO3,
LaCoO3 and LaNiO3, this specific activity current can be reached
at potentials of 781(+15), 834(+24), 847(+3) and 908(+8) mV
versus RHE, respectively. A higher potential indicates higher electro-
catalytic activity for a given oxide. It is interesting to note that oxides
such as LaMnO3þd and LaNiO3 have intrinsic ORR activity compar-
able to state-of-the-art Pt/C (Supplementary Fig. S2).

ORR activity descriptor identification
To identify an ORR activity descriptor, we begin by examining the
relationship between the 3d-electron number of B-site ions and
ORR activity with the hypothesis that the 3d-electron number,
which represents the antibonding electron occupation of the B–O
bond, can influence B–O2 interaction strength16 (Supplementary
Scheme S1). This hypothesis is supported by the recent observation
that the adsorption energy trend of B–O2 can be approximated by
that of B–O (ref. 26). Interestingly, the comparison between the
ORR activity of the perovskites and the d-electron number per B
cation (Fig. 1d) reveals an M-shaped relationship with the
maximum activity attained near d4 and d7, which resembles the
trend reported for the oxidation activity of gas-phase CO and
hydrocarbon on perovskites27,28.

We further show that the intrinsic ORR activity of all the oxides
exhibits a volcano shape as a function of the eg-filling of B ions.
Assuming that the O2 molecule probably adsorbs on the surface
B sites end-on (Fig. 2b), the eg orbital directed towards an O2
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Figure 1 | ORR activity of perovskite transition-metal-oxide catalysts. a, ABO3 perovskite structure. b, Oxygen reduction activity of LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3

electrode in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH at 10 mV s21 scan rate and rotation rates of 100, 400, 900 and 1,600 r.p.m. The Koutecky–Levich analysis (inset) of
the limiting currents (0.4 V) indicates a 4e2 transfer reaction. c, Specific activities of LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3, LaMnO3, LaCoO3 and LaNiO3. The potential at
25mA cm22

ox is used as a benchmark for comparison (shown as the intersection between the activity and the horizontal grey dashed line). d, Potentials at
25mA cm22

ox of the perovskite oxides have an M-shaped relationship with d-electron number. Data symbols vary with type of B ions (Cr, red; Mn, orange; Fe,
grey; Co, green; Ni, blue; mixed compounds, purple), where x¼0 and 0.5 for Cr, and 0, 0.25 and 0.5 for Fe. Error bars represent standard deviations of at
least three measurements.
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J.	Suntivich,	H.A.	Gasteiger,	N.	Yabuuchi,	H.	Nakanishi,	J.B.	Goodenough,	Y.	Shao-Horn,	Nat.	Chem.	2011,	3,	546		

•	Fe	d	occupancy	is	ideal	for	ORR	
	
				-				µFe	(K6)	=	3.4	µB	

•	Stabilization	of	key	reaction	intermediate	allows	for	convenient	OER	



TCO	features	of	A-doped	SFMO	explored	with	first-principles	calculations		
§  KSFMO	presents	the	lowest	DEformVO	

§  Only	KSFMO	is	likely	to	be	a	good	e-	conductor	upon	hydration	
§  KSFMO	migration	barriers	are	as	low	as	those	of	BaCeO3		

(no	concerted	rotation)	

Catalytic	capabilities		for	OER/ORR	explored	using	the	TSHE	
§  Peculiar	surface	reconstruction	of	Mo-VO-Fe		
§  Electronic	structure	of	highly	uncoordinated	Fe		

is	good	for	ORR	in	KSFMO		
§  OOH	stabilization	thanks	to	MoO4	is	good	for	OER	in	KSFMO		

Ana	B.	Muñoz-García		
&	M.	Pavone	

J.	Mater.	Chem.	A.	5,	12735	(2017)	

Ana	B.	Muñoz-García		
&	M.	Pavone	

Chem.	Mater.	28,	490	(2016)	

KSFMO	proposed	as	bifunctional	electrode	for	PC-SOFC/ECs			

PC-SOFC/EC:	conclusions	



• Prof.	Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	and	FPM3	group	@	UNINA	
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